FOOD & TRAVEL

THE MALDIVES

OPERATION ATOLL

MILAIDHOO ISLAND IN THE MALDIVES

Elizabeth Hurley gets in some quality Mummy/Teen time
on Milaidhoo; plus 11 top Maldivian resorts for
everyone from action addicts to spa bunnies
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around in the background, while
keeping a sharp lookout for any
sign that you want them. They’re
not in your face the whole time,
bothering you. This is the ﬁrst
resort I’ve visited that has a
Maldivian general manager, a
major difference between this
and other resorts, and it has
yielded excellent results.
My son and I spent a blissful
week at Milaidhoo; we swam,
snorkelled and kayaked by day,
went for cruises at sunset and
barefoot walks by moonlight. I
didn’t once put on a pair of shoes.
We loved our thatch-roofed villa,
which nestled behind a huge pink
PARENT
door. It was as luxurious outdoors
PARADISE
as in, with a large freshwater pool,
a hanging Maldivian swing
and a massive daybed with
billowing muslin curtains.
We only left it for delicious
meals and gleeful visits to the
Serenity Spa, where we had
daily yoga classes and spoiling
massages and treatments.
Now I'm back home in
gloomy England, thinking
about communication with
my own parents, I realise that
I never had the luxury of
really getting to know them as
people; I knew them as beloved
parents, but not deeply enough.
It makes me very thankful that
Elizabeth
I’ve had the chance to get to
Hurley
know my son in more depth.
Thank you Milaidhoo, for
allowing us Mummy/Teen time
in the most ravishing den yet.
BOOK IT: From $1,625 (approx £1,245) per night
in a Water Pool Villa on a half board basis, based on
two sharing. milaidhoo.com

SINGLE

MILAIDHOO
As a single mother of an only child, getting the balance
right of what to do in the school holidays is important.
I was one of three children and can barely remember
any time alone with either of my parents; we were always
a noisy, squabbling gang. It’s mind-boggling trying to
picture what it would have been like to travel extensively
throughout my youth with, say, just my father.
My life with my son is very different and we’ve always
managed to carve out time to spend à deux. When he
was little we used to call it Mummy/Baby time and we’d
sneak off to one of his dens and catch up. But the times
we’ve spent travelling together have really been when
we’ve got to know each other best.
Our latest trip landed us at Milaidhoo in the
Maldives. Since my ﬁrst trip to these jewel-like islands
in the Indian Ocean, I have been an addict. There’s
nowhere I’d rather go. I crave tranquility, freedom
from everyday problems and time to recharge my
batteries. I appreciate that technically many things
could be achieved by switching off my phone and
laptop and taking time out in my bedroom at home,
but that doesn’t hit the spot half as much as lying
under a palm tree in a bikini, slurping a silly cocktail.
Milaidhoo is a gem: an emerald drop of
paradise, fringed in soft, white sands, surrounded
by a vibrant coral reef and lapped by turquoise
waters. It's small and perfectly formed, an instant
antidote to the real-life battles of balancing family,
career, friends and business.
The resort is startlingly efﬁcient but in an
unobtrusive way. They don’t feel the need to show
you how hard they’re working. The staff glide
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ONE AND ONLY REETHI RAH
Welcome to extreme luxury, a pleasure zone beyond. This is one of
the most polished hotels in the world, let alone the Maldives. Forget
barefoot, it's like landing in a Net-a-Porter advert, so pack your best
resort wear. Beach Villas are palatial and private: lots of mahogany and
teal, his and her wardrobes, a mini-fridge for your make-up (seriously),
and a private pool. It's just a short amble to a perfect white-sand beach
with translucent sea. What a show stealer. If you can bear to leave the
conﬁnes of your villa there’s an overwater, enchantingly-lit Japanese
restaurant with black cod and buttery sashimi to die for, a smoothie
bar on the sands and a beach club restaurant with epic calamari. Plus
watersports galore, obviously, a giant lap pool and an Espa spa offering
properly holistic and delicious treatments in cabanas overlooking the
sea. A honeymoon dream for those who like things ﬂash.
BOOK IT: Villas from $1,700 (£1,303) B&B plus taxes. oneandonlyresorts.com

BEST FOR
GLAMOUR

JOALI MALDIVES
The Maldives is formed of 20 mesmerising natural atolls which
have, over the years, become home to more envy-inducing resorts
than an Instagram star could shake a selﬁe stick at. With big hitter
Soneva Fushi and its Six Senses Spa still ﬂying the ﬂag for the larger,
more established resorts, it’s this smaller, boutique addition to the
pack which promises ultimate solace and serenity in bucketloads.
Muravandhoo Island is home to a 73-strong pack of villas, split
across the beach front and wooden jetty, each with private steps
down to the crystal clear water’s edge. A fantastic kids’ club, hosting
daily storytelling and treasure hunts, keeps little ones entertained
while adults get to grips with the wealth of activities on offer, from
snorkelling to unearthing the many mosaic art installations dotted
across white sands. The wellbeing centre, meticulously brought to life
by ESPA, provides respite from the often sweltering temperatures.
BOOK IT: Beach villa from £1,456 B&B. joali.com

BEST-KEPT

SECRET

BOUTIQUE

KANDIMA
Kandima brings a full-blown resort concept to the Maldives at an
accessible price point. It's a three kilometre-long private island, with
acres of space and activities on tap. One of only a handful of hotels
in the Dhaalu atoll chain, there are over 40 near-private dive sites
and all manner of watersports in the vast turquoise lagoon. There’s
tennis, badminton, ﬁve-a-side, volleyball, gym and art classes and an
excellent kids' club complete with mini water park, as well as gravitydefying aerial yoga, a ﬁrst for the Maldives. The style is more like a
contemporary Ibiza hotel, with a bold, shiny colour scheme. With 11
different bars and restaurants, a beach club and pool at the southern
tip and another 100m pool by the watersports HQ, you can do
something different every day. At this price point it’s easy to see why it
won best newcomer in the Maldives travel awards last year.
BOOK IT: Seven nights half board from £455pp (family of four sharing
a room), excluding transfers. kandima.com

BEST FOR

ACTIVE

FAMILIES
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THE WESTIN
MALDIVES MIRIANDHOO
The Westin Maldives Miriandhoo is a classy,
contemporary alternative to the castaway-chic
resorts typically found in the archipelago. Japanese
developers and Italian architects have infused
the resort with a clean aesthetic, piazza-inspired
entrance and modern suites complete with Toto
electronic toilets. There are six room categories but
no short straws to be drawn as all include Westin’s
Heavenly beds (quite possibly the most comfortable
sleep you’ll ever have) and are located along the
fringes of the island, offering spectacular sea views.
Overwater villas include decks which span the full
length of the open-plan suites, with a private pool,
outdoor shower and steps leading straight to the sea.
Overlooking a pristine turquoise lagoon in the Baa
Atoll, Maldives’ only UNESCO World Biosphere
Reserve, the island’s tropical landscape is home to
a rich mix of marine life, from reef sharks to manta rays. The resort
offers three culinary experiences: Island Kitchen for breakfast through
to dinner with a fusion of Chinese, Indian and Maldivian cuisine,
overwater dining at The Pearl for elegantly plated, authentic Japanese
fare, and Thai street food-inspired Hawker for casual, toes-in-the-sand
lunches. Solo travellers needn’t worry, a photographic studio with onhand professionals will help you capture Insta-worthy holiday snaps.
BOOK IT: Doubles from £593 B&B. marriott.co.uk/hotels/travel/mlewi-thewestin-maldives-miriandhoo-resort

BEST FOR

SOLO INSTA-

GRAMMERS

SONEVA JANI
The latest outpost from Sonu and Eva Shivdasani,
the couple who brought us one of the best and
longest-standing hotels in the Maldives, Soneva
Fushi. When Fushi ﬁrst opened in 1995 there were
few hotels to rival it, and it swiftly became a blueprint
for sustainable eco tourism. While Fushi is still going
strong, Jani is its younger, rather snazzier sibling.
All rooms are in bells and whistles water villas: a
kitchenette, a rooftop dining area, a private pool, a
sitting room, a bed with a retractable roof – yes, you
read that right – so you can sleep under the stars.
You can also shower under the stars, or bathe in the
sea itself. Most villas come with their own waterslide
into the sea, and if they don’t you can pay to add one.
Meantime the incredible Peruvian restaurant serves
zing-fresh ceviche and offers an overwater cinema
where you can loll with popcorn after your meal
and watch a movie outside. There are watersports
aplenty, ice cream, cheese and chocolate ‘rooms’,
private beaches and lagoons. The new Crab Shack
restaurant does just what it says. Everything is
designed to nudge you into enjoying yourself; it
would be absurdly hard not to succumb.
BOOK IT: Doubles from $2,989 (£2,292) B&B.
soneva.com
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BEST FOR

WATER
SLIDES
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KANUHURA MALDIVES
Set on a long, ﬁsh-shaped island, Kanuhura feels wild and pristine
enough to have those Crusoe-style moments but small enough to
nip back for a forgotten book. Cycle to breakfast beneath a forest
of coconut and papaya trees and explore vast empty beaches where
hammocks sway between palm trees (a result, surely, of the private
pools where many guests loll away their days). The 80 rooms are
detached wooden cabins, including 20 built on stilts over the azure
shallows, all minimalist whites and pale wood decorated with
bright abstract artwork, woven cotton furnishings and big airy
bathrooms with showers open to the jungle overhead. Situated in
the Lhaviyani Atoll, known for its marine life, a 30-minute boat ride
takes guests to swim over shoals of bright blue and yellow surgeon
ﬁsh and four-metre manta rays. The Kokaa Spa’s therapists from
Thailand, Bali and India offer body masks infused with crushed
pearl and Himalayan crystal salt or warm mud blended with fresh
seaweed, ginger and orange. At the kids' club, 4-11 year olds go on
treasure hunts or dress up as pirates and sail to Jehunuhura, the
hotel’s island where there’s also a tiny restaurant. Another island,
Masleggihura, is unoccupied but used for private ‘picnics’ – lobster
and steaks barbecued by a private chef. At sunset, cocktails are
shaken in tipis on the beach and guests choose between Italian,
Asian fusion or local Maldivian fare for dinner. There's nothing
more magical than meandering home by moonlight on two wheels,
with crabs scuttling across the path into the undergrowth.
BOOK IT: Cabins from $690 (£530) B&B. kanuhura.com

BEST FOR

SOLO WOMEN

IN NEED OF

ESCAPE

CONSTANCE MOOFUSHI

BEST

VALUE ALL
INCLUSIVE

Gliding over the glistening Indian Ocean down to the
South Ari Atoll is a wondrous experience in itself – step off
the seaplane onto the ivory shores of Constance Moofushi
and your breath is well and truly taken. Verdant pathways
give way to pristine beaches, while winding jetties lead to
stilted ‘thatch and rope’ villas – each with steps down to the
transparent waters below. Dotted with airy bars, oceanside
eateries and an overwater spa, this paradise isle is tiny – you
can stroll its palm-fringed perimeter in less than 15 minutes.
While the vibe is horizontal by day, the island viviﬁes at
dusk with DJs spinning chilled tunes and chefs rustling up
candlelit grills on the beach. Head to the Totem Bar for
oceanside sundowners and hypnotic views, or to the Manta
eatery for moreish Maldivian ﬁsh curries. One of the few
luxury all-inclusive resorts in the Maldives, you'll ﬁnd that
drinks, colourful culinary offerings, most watersports and
an offshore excursion are part and parcel here. Don’t miss
the Snorkelling Experience to the reef: spot turtles, reef
sharks, rays and tropical ﬁsh parading every colour of the
rainbow. Wind down the day at the U Spa by Constance, with
a Balinese massage in one of the open air treatment suites,
followed by a glass of ﬁzz on the relaxation deck.
BOOK IT: Seven nights from £3,469pp all-inclusive,
including economy ﬂights and seaplane transfers.
inspiringtravelcompany.co.uk
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MIRIHI
Kick off your shoes the moment you arrive, you
won’t need them again. True barefoot luxury,
this is Robinson Crusoe meets Wallpaper chic,
perfect for design-savvy divers wanting easy access
to the famed southern atolls where whale sharks
and mantas lurk. One of the smallest Maldivian
resorts, Mirihi weighs in at only 40 rooms, spread
between overwater bungalows – book rooms 25
through 39 for the best snorkelling access – and
BEST FOR
DESIGN SAVVY
beach villas hidden away in the coconut palms.
Refurbished in 2014, the look is pared-back
Maldivian wood and thatch, tadelakt showers
and towering 15ft-apex ceilings. New for this
winter is a two-bed, two-storey beach house.
Food is excellent, particularly the curries and
sushi selection, with lavish themed buffets every night in the main
restaurant. You can eat à la carte at Moraca, the restaurant on the
water, and watch turtles, sharks and giant parrotﬁsh swim beneath
the underlit pontoon. Freshly raked carpets of sand run through the
bar and main restaurant, with pails of water to rinse your feet roomside. It's low-key, laid-back luxury, with no TVs in the rooms and not
much to do on land apart from indulge in exquisite massages
at the spa and relax into the paradise of tropical island life. Which
is exactly the point.
BOOK IT: Seven nights B&B from £1,920pp, incl. taxes. mirihi.com

DIVERS

SIRRU FEN FUSHI
FAIRMONT
Flying in by seaplane, the ﬁrst thing you notice
about this year’s hottest new opening is the 200m
swimming pool. It bisects the aptly named Sirru
Fen Fushi or ‘secret water’ island. With only 120
villas – all of which come with private pool and
butler service – spread over one of the Maldives’
largest resort islands, everything here is allowed to
breathe. The design oozes understated style and
bohemian rustic chic. Beach villas feel like private
riads with limewashed courtyard walls, ornate
turquoise doors and large gardens, and the spacious
overwater villas share the same vaulted ceilings
and hand-etched cabinetry. A huge beaten copper
bath takes centre stage. In a ﬁrst for the Maldives
they also offer lush safari-style tented jungle villas.
Families are exceptionally well catered for, with a
wonderfully imaginative kids’ club poolside. Teens
will love the grafﬁti-covered shipping containers
of Majaa. The ﬁnal surprise is the Coralarium,
the world’s ﬁrst semi-submerged art installation by
British underwater sculptor Jason DeCaires Taylor.
You snorkel out from the beach to a 6 x 6m laser-cut
steel cube with fascinating hybrid sculptures above,
semi-submerged and below the water, designed to be
a living coral garden. Simply delightful.
BOOK IT: Seven nights B&B from £2,415pp, excl
taxes and transfers. fairmont.com/maldives
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BEST FOR
BOHO RUSTIC

CHIC
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NIYAMA
One of the most breathtaking islands in the Dhaalu Atoll. Scarlet
and lemony umbrellas pop out against pristine ivory beaches, aqua
inﬁnity pools melt into the ocean and jungle-ﬂanked pathways lead to
stylish abodes. Two islands combine to create the resort – ‘Chill’ is the
hub, playing host to lavish lagoon villas and a spa, while ‘Play’ boasts
chic beach villas, a super-cool surf club and Nest, an Asian-fusion
eatery where you can chomp on teppanyaki among the treetops. A
fashionable crowd of loved-up couples and families explore the
islands on personalised bikes. When the kids are settled into their
Explorer's club, grown-ups can choose to while away the days on jet
skis and catamarans, hop on a dhoni to spot bottlenose dolphins or
ride the waves at Vodi surf point. Niyama is the only luxury resort in
the Maldives where the surf breaks directly on its own shore. For a
memorable lunch, the island's ‘boat bus’ will whisk you across to Subsix
- an offshore, underwater eatery with a backdrop of swaying corals and
tropical ﬁsh. Guests ﬂock to experience the Subaquatic Lunch – the
punchy menu includes lobster salad, crab ravioli and seabass (with a
glass of wine thrown in) – and it’s totally worth the splurge. Dusk sees
islanders converging at the rum shack for lazy sundowners before
heading to one of four Michelin-worthy restaurants. If you’re in need
of a preen before you head home, a trip to the Drift Spa is mandatory –
with offerings including IV boosters, oxygen facials and a keratin blow
dry, it’s one of the best in the Maldives.
BOOK IT: Seven nights from £2,929pp half board, including ﬂights
and seaplane transfers. inspiringtravelcompany.co.uk

BEST FOR

SURFING
FAMILIES

THE NAUTILUS

BEST FOR
FREE-SPIRITED
TRENDSETTERS

What you want, when you want, is the overriding vibe on
this tiny speck of sand in the Baa Atoll – a 30-minute ﬂight
from the capital, Malé. It doesn’t matter if you crave a 1.3kg
Wagyu steak for breakfast or have a thirst for champagne
cocktails at 4am, this is a private and exclusive bolthole
where world-class cuisine and the ﬁnest wines collide,
24 hours a day. Such is the hedonistic commitment to
unscripted living, you’re positively encouraged to put the
resort’s team of talented international chefs and Maldivian
housemasters (butlers) to work. There are three restaurants
and two bars, but why not dream up a bespoke breakfast
on an isolated sandbank, coupled with a remote beachside
spa treatment? Or imagine a sunset barbecue on a nearby
virgin island, followed by a dusk-lit search for dolphins. The
Nautilus is so new that you might be the very ﬁrst guests
to stay in one of its 26 beachside and overwater houses.
Calling them ‘rooms’ would be a disservice – they’re
ginormous homes, ﬂanked by lofty coconut palms and
surrounded by wooden decking, boasting large pools, easy
access to the house reef and views of the horizon-gobbling
Indian Ocean. So slow down, adapt, and be creative – the
world (or at the very least this 242 x 249m island) is very
much your oyster.
BOOK IT: Doubles from £1,909, including breakfast.
thenautilusmaldives.com 
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